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guide pages. Ford motor company ford f owner's guide pages. It is dedication to learning what
you want, determination to develop the right concept, and execution of that concept with care,
precision, and attention to detail. Page 5 This guide describes equipment and gives
specifications for equipment that was in effect when this guide was approved for printing. Ford
may discontinue models or change specifications or design without any notice and without
incurring obligation. Page 7 If you lose your Warranty Information Booklet, you can get a new
one free of charge. Contact any Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer, or refer to the addresses and
phone numbers on the first page of this owner guide. Page 8 The break-in period for new brake
linings lasts for miles km of city driving or 1, miles 1, km of highway driving. Use only the type
of engine oil that Ford recommends. See Engine oil recommendations in the Index. Page 9 Ford,
however, believes that continual improvement in customer satisfaction is a high priority. For
this reason, Ford has authorized its dealers to repair, at no charge to the owner, the surfaces of
new vehicles damaged by Do not use steel wool, abrasive cleaners, fuel, or strong detergents.
Clean with a tar and road oil remover if necessary. Page Safety Restraints Safety Restraints
Important Safety Belt Information The use of safety belts helps to restrain you and your
passengers in case of a collision. In most states and in Canada the law requires their use.
Safety belts provide best restraint when: the seatback is upright the occupant is sitting upright
not slouched the lap belt is snug and low on the hips Persons not riding in a seat with a
fastened seat belt are much more likely to suffer serious injury in a collision. Cargo should
always be secured to prevent it from shifting and causing damage to the vehicle or harm to
passengers. When the seatback is not fully upright, there is a greater risk that the child will slide
under the safety belt and be seriously injured in a collision. To operate the motorized shoulder
belt: 1. Get into your vehicle and close the door. Check to be sure the shoulder belt is latched to

the emergency release buckle. Page 15 If the belt does not lie flat against you, or the belt has a
twist in it at the retractor, unlatch the belt at the buckle, remove twist, and relatch the belt into
the buckle. The shoulder belt sliding along its track Page 16 The shoulder belt in the locked
position The shoulder belt in the locked position Page 17 If the driver does not fasten the lap
belt before the ignition key is turned to ON, the chime will sound for four 4 to eight 8 seconds.
The safety belt warning indicator lamp in the instrument cluster will also illuminate for one to
two minutes. Page 19 Label located on headliner U. On vehicles equipped with a moon roof, the
label is located on the manual override access panel. Unbuckle the shoulder belt by pressing
the red emergency release button on the buckle. Then, reinsert the shoulder belt tongue into the
buckle until you hear a snap and feel the latch engage. Page 21 Moving the shoulder belt
manually â€” 2-door model Page 22 Moving the shoulder belt manually â€” 4-door model Page
23 9. Turn the emergency handle to move the buckle rearward until you hear a click. Reinsert
the shoulder belt tongue into the buckle. The retractor can be made to lock by jerking on the
belt. Page 25 The lap belt fastened The lap and shoulder belts in place Page 27 Automatic
locking mode In this operating mode, the lap belt retractor will remain locked and does not
allow the occupant freedom of movement. This mode provides the following: A tight lap belt on
the hips. Forward-facing child seat installation. To unlock the belt, press the emergency release
button on the shoulder belt buckle. This allows the tongue to unlatch from the buckle. If the
shoulder belt is unlatched and partially retracted, a warning light in the instrument panel lights
up and remains on; Page 29 If your shoulder belts stop working after a collision, the fuel pump
shut-off switch may have been triggered. Minor parking lot bumping and severe road impacts
such as potholes may trigger the switch even when there is no apparent body damage. In many
instances, you might not even know that the switch has been triggered. Page 30 Front
passenger safety belts with dual locking mode retractors can also be locked to tightly secure a
child safety seat. After you get into your vehicle, close the door and lock it. Then adjust the
driver or passenger seat to the position that suits you best. To fasten the belt, find the long
strap of the belt, pull it across your shoulder and chest, and insert the tongue into the proper
buckle on your seat Never wear the shoulder belt under the arm. Never swing it around the neck
over the inside shoulder. Never use a single belt for more than one person. Page 33 This mode
must be used when installing a forward-facing child safety seat on the front passenger seat. To
switch the retractor from the emergency locking mode to the automatic locking mode, perform
the following steps: 1. Page 34 If your vehicle is not equipped with a dual locking mode retractor
for the front seat passenger, the lap belt will have the following label: Seat belt label
Instructions for using a locking clip to secure child safety seats with manual lap and shoulder
safety belts are provided later in this chapter. See the detailed instructions under Safety Seats
for Children in this chapter. Combination lap and shoulder belt with a fixed tongue available
only on Canadian vehicles Page 38 Rear Seat Entry Canadian 2-door hatchback models Rear
seat entry The slide bar on the safety belt system is designed to make it easier to enter and exit
from the rear seat and to help front seat passengers reach the belt. To enter the rear seat: Move
the safety belt out of the way with the slide bar. Page 39 Rear Lap and Shoulder Belts Your
vehicle is equipped with rear seat safety belts containing a cinch tongue, and the rear outboard
seat safety belts will have the following label: Rear seat belt label Before you fasten a
combination lap and shoulder belt having a cinch tongue, you may have to lengthen the lap belt
portion of it. Page 40 Adjusting the cinch tongue rear combination lap and shoulder belt While
in motion, the combination lap and shoulder belt adjusts to your movement. Page 41 feel it
latch. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened to the buckle. Adjust the lap belt portion of the
safety belt by pulling up on the shoulder belt until the lap belt fits snugly and as low as possible
around your hips. While the belt retracts, guide the tongue to its original position to prevent it
from striking you or the vehicle. Instructions for securing child safety seats with rear manual lap
and shoulder safety belts with cinch tongues are provided later in this chapter also. Page 45 1.
See Figure 2. Rotate and fold the belt webbing over itself as required to remove the twist. Page
46 4. When completed, the safety belt should look like Figure 3. Page 48 1. Grasp the belt
tongue and pull down on the belt webbing closest to you to form a loop through the upper
narrow and longer slot in the tongue. See Figure 5. Working within the upper slot, rotate and
fold the belt webbing over itself as required to remove the twist. Page 49 4. Repeat the above
steps to complete the removal of the twist at the lower wider and shorter slot in the tongue. See
Figure 6. Page Safety Belt Maintenance slide bar if equipped , child safety seat tether bracket
assemblies if equipped , and attaching hardware, should be inspected after any collision. Ford
recommends that all safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced.
However, if the collision Page 52 Cleaning the Safety Belts Clean the safety belts with any mild
soap solution that is recommended for cleaning upholstery or carpets. Do not bleach or dye the
belt webbing because this may weaken it. Page 53 There are four very important reasons to use

safety belts even with an air bag system. Use your safety belts to: help keep you in the proper
position away from the air bag when it inflates reduce the risk of harm in rollover, side or rear
impact collisions, because an air bag is not designed to inflate in such situations reduce the
risk of harm in frontal collisions The force of the rapidly inflating air bag could push the top of
the rear-facing seat against the vehicle seatback or center armrests if so equipped , or center
console if so equipped. Page 55 RWARNING Do not place objects or mount equipment on or
near the air bag cover on the steering wheel or in front seat areas that may come in contact with
a deploying air bag. Failure to follow this instruction may increase the risk of personal injury in
the event of a collision. Page 56 The location of the air bag and warning labels If a collision
occurs, the sensors sense the severity of the impact and activate the air bags if necessary. Do
not touch them after inflation. Inflated driver side air bag If the air bag is not replaced, the
unrepaired area will increase the risk of injury in a collision. Page 59 If any of these things
happen, have the air bag system serviced at your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer immediately.
Unless serviced, the air bag Supplemental Restraint System may not function properly in the
event of a collision. If small children ride in your vehicle â€” this generally includes children
who are four years old or younger and who weigh 40 pounds 18 kg or less â€” In a collision,
people riding in these areas are more likely to be seriously injured or killed. When possible, put
children in the rear seat of your vehicle. Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat having
a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating position which is capable of providing
a tether anchorage. Page 63 The force of the rapidly inflating passenger air bag could push the
top of the rear-facing seat against the vehicle seatback, armrests or console. Rear-facing infant
seats must always be secured in the rear seat. All child restraint systems are designed to be
secured in vehicle seats by lap belts or by the lap portion of a lap-shoulder belt. Page 64
RWARNING Always keep the buckle release button pointing upward and away from the child
seat, with the tongue between the child seat and the release button as shown in the following
illustration. Failure to follow these instructions could result in accidental unbuckling of the
safety belt if the child safety seat hits the release button. Page 65 Installing the Child Safety
Seat in the Front Seat with a Locking Clip Canadian 2-door vehicles only If your vehicle is not
equipped with a dual locking mode retractor for the front passenger, the lap belt will have the
following label: Figure 1: Locking clip label A locking clip must be used to properly secure a
child seat in a front seat not equipped with a To install the locking clip 1. Page 67 4. Slide either
corner of the locking clip slot closest to the tongue over both layers of webbing. See Figure 3.
Pinch both opposite edges of webbing together and insert them into the locking clip slot. See
Figure 4. Page 68 6. Pinch both layers of webbing together and insert into other slot of locking
clip. Page 69 7. Re-buckle belt. Forcibly tilt the child seat from side to side and also tug it
forward to see if it is held securely in place. If excessive movement occurs, repeat steps 2
through 7 or properly install child seat in a different seating position in the vehicle. Page 71 3.
Page 72 Setting the automatic locking mode 5. Allow the belt to retract. A clicking sound will be
heard as the belt retracts. This indicates the retractor is in the automatic locking mode. Push
down on the child seat while you pull down on the belt to remove any slack in the belt. Page 73
Removing slack from the belt 6. Before placing the child in the child seat, forcibly tilt the seat
from side to side, and also tug it forward to make sure that the seat is securely held in place.
Page 74 Checking that the seat is secure 7. Double check that the retractor is in the automatic
locking mode. Try to pull more belt out of the retractor, if you cannot, the belt is in the automatic
locking mode. Check to make sure that the child seat is properly secured prior to each use. If
you choose to install a child safety seat or infant carrier in the front seating positions, move
vehicle seat as far back as possible. Page 76 3. Be sure that the belt webbing is not twisted.
Page 77 4. Insert the belt tongue into the buckle for that seating position until you hear and feel
the latch engage. Make sure tongue is latched securely to buckle by pulling on tongue. Buckling
the belt 5. Grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is
extracted and a click is heard. Page 78 Setting the retractor to automatic locking mode 6. Pull up
on the shoulder webbing. Push down on the child seat while you pull up on the belt to remove
any slack in the belt. Page 79 Allowing shoulder belt to retract Removing slack from belt Page
80 7. Before placing the child in the child seat, forcibly tilt the seat from side to side, and tug it
forward to make sure that the seat is securely held in place. See Figure 7. Checking that the seat
is secure Page 81 8. Try to pull more belt out of the retractor. If you cannot, the belt is in the
automatic locking mode. See Figure 8. Checking the retractor 9. Page 82 Installing Child Safety
Seats at the Rear Outboard Seating Positions For lap and shoulder belts with cinch tongues If
you install a child safety seat in a rear outboard seating position with a combination lap and
shoulder belt with cinch tongue, use the following procedure: 1. Page 83 2. With your other
hand, grasp the tip metal portion of the tongue not the cover and slide the tongue up the
webbing as far as it will go. See Figure 1. Release the tongue, but do not let go of the lap belt

webbing. Page 84 5. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle for the seating position until
you hear a snap and feel it latch. Let go of the belt webbing. Buckling the belt Page 85 6. Push
down on the child seat and, at the buckle, pull up on the shoulder belt to tighten the lap belt
portion of the combination lap and shoulder belt. Tightening lap portion of belt Page 86 7. From
outside the vehicle, grasp and pull on the shoulder belt portion of the combination lap and
shoulder belt that secures the child safety seat in the vehicle. Tightening shoulder portion of
belt 8. Forcibly tilt the child seat from side to side and tug the seat forward to ensure that the
seat is held securely in place. Page 87 Checking that the seat is secure Checking that the seat is
secure Page 88 9. The shoulder belt must be snug to keep the lap belt tight during a collision.
Page 89 Attaching Child Safety Seats with Tether Straps For all vehicles Some manufacturers
make safety seats that include a tether strap that goes over the back of the vehicle seat and
attaches to an anchoring point. Other manufacturers offer the tether strap as an accessory.
Page 90 Tether anchor hardware kits can be obtained at no charge from any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Page 91 Tether anchorage hardware The 2-door hatchback, 4-door
hatchback, and wagon models have tether anchors at the locations shown. Tether attachment
locations in the 2-door hatchback and 4-door hatchback models Tether attachment locations in
the 4-door LX model Page 92 Tether attachment locations in the 4-door model 1. Find the plastic
snap on covers for the tether anchors in the locations shown. Use a screwdriver or coin to snap
the covers off the anchor in a rearward and upward direction. This child restraint is to be used
only by children who are at least one year old, weigh between 20 and 60 pounds 9 and 27
kilograms and whose shoulders top are below the shoulder harness slots. Page 94 When the
latch release buttons are in the full up position locked and the built-in child seat is open, the
rear seatback cannot be unlocked and folded down. Figure 2: Latch release buttons Built-In
Child Seat Belt Retractors The belts on the built-in child seat are equipped with a dual locking
mode retractor. Page 95 The retractor will switch from the emergency locking mode to the
automatic locking mode when the shoulder belts are pulled all the way out. The retractor will
switch back to emergency locking mode when the belts are unbuckled and the shoulder belts
retract completely. The automatic locking mode must be used to hold small children in position,
particularly sleeping children and those who may try to Page 96 How to use the Built-In Child
Seat Read the following procedures and all of the labels on the built-in child seat before using
the seat. Page 97 2. Release the cushion retention clip. Lower the child seat cushion. If the child
seat cannot be opened, return to the dealer for repair. Read the information and warnings on the
top half of the child seat flap and shoulder belt. Page 98 Figure 5: Unfolding built-in child seat 5.
Fold the top half of the child seat under the child seat cushion to provide an elevated seating
surface as shown in Figure 5. If the chest clip is connected, squeeze the top and the bottom of
the right half of the chest clip and pull to separate both halves. Page 99 7. Place the child on the
child seat and position the shoulder belts over each shoulder. Refer to Figure 6. Figure 6:
Shoulder safety belt placement on the child NOTE: Read the following steps carefully to become
familiar with the indicator windows located on the crotch safety belt buckle and the chest clip.
Page Figure 7: Fastening the crotch safety belt buckle 9. The color green must show in the
indicator when fastened. Page Figure 8: Securing the chest clip Figure 9: Chest clip indicator
window Page Pull on the safety belt tongues to be sure that they are both latched. See Figure
Figure Checking for securely latched buckle and locked retractor If the child sleeps or tries to
get out of the child seat, pull shoulder out fully to put the retractor into automatic lock mode.
Page To remove the child from the built-in child seat: 1. Squeeze the tabs on the top and bottom
of the chest clip and pull the halves apart to open the chest clip. Refer back to Figure 8. Press
the release button on the crotch safety belt buckle. Page Built-in child seat maintenance
Regularly inspect the lap and shoulder belts system of your child seat. Page Cleaning the
built-in child seat Your built-in child seat may be cleaned with mild soap and water. Do not use
household cleaners as they may weaken the webbing or damage the plastic parts. For your
convenience, the liner is removable and can be machine-washed and air-dried. It also locks the
console-mounted gearshift on vehicles with automatic transaxles. Page The automatic transaxle
console-mounted gearshift will lock only when you turn the key to LOCK. When the gearshift is
in any gear position but P Park , the ignition key cannot be turned to LOCK or be removed from
the steering column. If you have a manual transaxle, you must push the key in while turning to
the LOCK position in order to remove the key. Page Removing the Key From the Ignition
Procedures for removing your key from the ignition vary, depending on whether your vehicle
has an automatic or manual transaxle. If your vehicle has an automatic transaxle: 1. Put the
gearshift lever in P Park. They could accidentally injure themselves or others through
inadvertent operation of the vehicle. Further, on hot, sunny days, temperatures in a closed
vehicle could quickly become high enough to cause severe and possibly fatal injuries to people
as well as animals. Make sure all occupants in the vehicle buckle their safety belts. See Safety

Restraints in the Index for more details. Make sure the headlamps and other accessories are
turned off when starting. Page 4. Allow the key to return to the ON position after the engine has
started. If you have difficulty in turning the key, rotate the steering wheel slightly because it may
be binding. Page NOTE: If your vehicle is equipped with an automatic transaxle, your vehicle
has an interlock that prevents you from shifting out of P Park unless your foot is on the brake
pedal. If the engine does not start after two attempts: 1. Page To turn the heater on, simply plug
it into a grounded volt outlet. Ford recommends that you use a volt circuit that is protected by a
ground fault circuit interrupter. Page For best results, plug the heater in at least three hours
before you start your vehicle. Using the heater for longer than three hours will not damage the
engine, so you can plug it in at night to start your vehicle the following morning. Have all the
passengers get out of the vehicle and call the local fire department or a towing service. Check
under the vehicle again for leaking fuel. If you see or smell fuel, do not start your vehicle again.
If you do not see or smell fuel, you can try to start your vehicle again. Page Have the exhaust
and body ventilation systems checked whenever: your vehicle is raised for service the sound of
the exhaust system changes your vehicle has been damaged in a collision Improve your
ventilation by keeping all air inlet vents clear of snow, leaves, and other debris. If the engine is
idling while you are stopped in an open area for long periods of time, open the windows at least
one inch 2. Page Warning Lights And Gauges Warning Lights and Gauges Your vehicle has one
of the following clusters: Standard Cluster Sport Cluster If you are not sure which cluster your
vehicle has, check the diagrams on the following pages. Standard Cluster The following
warning lights and gauges are on the standard cluster. One of the following will take place: If
the lap belt is not buckled when the key is turned to the ON position, the light will come on for
one to two minutes and the chime will sound for four to eight seconds. If you do not fasten the
safety belt before you turn the ignition key to ON, the chime sounds for four 4 to eight 8
seconds. Have the brakes checked immediately. Charging System Light This light indicates that
your battery is not being charged and that you need to have the electrical system checked. Page
Upshift Indicator Light If equipped This light comes on to indicate when you should shift your
manual transaxle to the next higher gear. This light will help you get better fuel economy by
lighting when you should shift. If you have a 1. The upshift indicator light High Beam Light This
light illuminates for approximately six seconds when the ignition is turned to the ON position.
Page serviced as soon as possible. You do not need to have your vehicle towed in. If the light
turns on and off at one 1 second intervals while you are driving the vehicle, it means that the
engine is misfiring. Page Under certain conditions, the Check Engine Warning Light may come
on if the fuel cap is not properly installed. If the Check Engine Warning Light comes on and you
suspect that the fuel cap is not properly installed, pull off the road as soon as it is safely
possible and turn off the engine. Page Turn Signal Indicator Lights When you push the turn
signal lever up before making a right turn, the right side arrow on the instrument panel flashes.
When you push the turn signal lever down before making a left turn, the left side arrow on the
instrument panel flashes. If the oil level is low, add as much oil as necessary before you drive
your vehicle again. Do not overfill. Do not operate the engine when the oil pressure light is on,
even if the oil level is correct. For more information about adding oil, see Adding engine oil in
the Index. Page Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge This gauge indicates the temperature of the
engine coolant, not the coolant level. If the coolant is not at its proper level or mixture, the
gauge indication will not be accurate. The pointer moves from C Cold into the normal band as
your vehicle warms up. Page If your engine coolant overheats: 1. Pull off the road as soon as it
is safely possible. Turn off the engine. Let the engine cool. Check the coolant level following the
instructions on checking and adding coolant to your engine. Page Tachometer The tachometer
tells you the approximate engine revolutions per minute how fast the engine is running. The
tachometer is on the right side of the instrument cluster. Driving with the pointer in the red zone
may cause engine damage. Page Instrument Panel Controls Instrument Panel Controls The
instrument panel dashboard on your vehicle is divided into several different sections. The
illustrations on the following pages show the major parts of the instrument panel that are
described in this chapter. Some items shown may not be on all vehicles. The main controls for
the climate control system, lamps, clock, and radio are on the instrument panel. NOTE: Any
cleaner or polish that increases the gloss shine of the upper part of the instrument panel should
be avoided. The function selector lever controls how the air is circulated. Page Heating Only
System Without air conditioning You can heat the inside of your vehicle, defrost the windshield,
or use the outside air vents by using the climate controls on the center of the instrument panel.
The levers that control the standard heating system Turning on the heat To heat the inside of
your vehicle 1. Page 2. Move the temperature control lever to the red warm area or to the
desired temperature. Set the fan at the desired speed. To defrost the windshield and the side
windows: 1. Move the function selector lever to the defrost symbol. Page Ventilating your

vehicle with outside air On mild days, you may want to ventilate your vehicle with outside air. To
open the vents: 1. Move the temperature control lever to the blue cool area or to the desired
temperature. Page Tips for Controlling the Temperature in Your Vehicle To adjust the
temperature inside your vehicle, use the temperature control lever. Move the control between
red warm and blue cool for comfort. Page Heating and Air Conditioning System If equipped You
can heat the inside of your vehicle, defrost the windshield, and turn on the air conditioning by
using the climate controls on the center of the instrument panel. The heating and air
conditioning controls Refer to Tips for Controlling the Temperature in Your Vehicle in the
previous section for hints on temperature control. Page Heating and defrosting at the same time
1. Move the temperature lever to the red warm area or to the desired temperature. Set the fan
speed at 4. To defrost the windshield and side windows: 1. Page 3. This position is more
economical than continually cooling outside air. Page To ventilate your vehicle using the vents:
1. Page Rear Window Defroster If equipped The defroster for the rear window clears frost, fog,
and thin ice from the inside and outside rear window. The button for the rear window defroster
is on the instrument panel to the right of the steering column. Page The Interior And Exterior
Lights The Interior and Exterior Lights Turning On the Exterior Lights To turn on your
headlamps, parking lamps, side markers, license lamps, instrument panel lamps, and tail lamps,
twist the knob at the end of the turn signal lever located to the left of the steering wheel. Page
Fog Lamps If equipped The fog lamps switch is located to the left of the steering wheel on the
instrument panel. The fog lamps will operate only when the low beam headlamps are on. Fog
lamp switch Cleaning the Exterior Lamps Do not use dry paper towel, chemical solvents or
abrasive cleaners to clean the lamps, as these may cause scratches or crack the lamps. Page
Interior Lamps Your vehicle has an interior lamp for your convenience. You can set it to
automatically turn on whenever a door is open, or you can set it to stay on or off. Page Cleaning
the Interior Lamps Your interior dome lamps and map lamps are plastic and should be cleaned
with a mild detergent diluted in water. Rinse them with clear water. High-Mount Brakelamp Your
vehicle is equipped with a high-mount brakelamp. The high-mount brakelamp illuminates
whenever you apply the brakes. Push the left side of the switch to turn the rear window wiper
off. To wash the rear window, push in the button marked WASH. For complete operating
instructions, refer to the Electronic Sound Systems chapter in this Owner Guide. Radio For
information about the radio in your vehicle, refer to the Electronic Sound Systems chapter in
this Owner Guide. Do not use paper towel or an abrasive cleaner to clean the lens as these may
cause scratches. Page Steering Column Controls Steering Column Controls The controls on the
steering column and wheel are designed to give you easy access to the controls while you are
driving. Windshield wipers and washer To set the interval wipers, rotate the knob at the end of
the turn signal lever toward or away from the instrument panel to the interval operation you
desire. Page To clean the windshield, push in the end of the wiper knob. For a constant spray,
keep the knob pushed in. After you release the knob, the wipers operate for two or three cycles
before turning off if wipers were off or retruning to the interval setting selected. Page Hazard
Flasher Using the hazard flasher switch The hazard flasher serves as a warning to other drivers
to be careful when approaching or passing your vehicle. The flashers work whether your vehicle
is running or not. The flashers work for up to two hours when the battery is fully charged and in
good condition without draining the battery excessively. Page Tilt Steering Column Horn To
sound the horn, push the pad in the center of the steering wheel. Check the horn regularly to be
sure it operates properly. Page The lever to tilt the steering column To change the position of
the steering wheel, push the release lever under the steering column away from you. Tip the
steering wheel to the desired position. Pull the lever back into place to lock the steering wheel.
Page The speed control switches on the steering wheel To set the speed control Page NOTE: If
your vehicle is equipped with an automatic transaxle, and if your speed increases above your
set speed while driving in k Overdrive on a downhill grade, you may want to shift to D Drive.
This will reduce vehicle speed. This will cause the engine to overspeed. When driving uphill,
especially with a heavy load, significant speed drops may occur. Therefore, use only properly
installed FCC approved radio transmitting equipment in your vehicle. Page Features Features
Your vehicle has a variety of features designed for your comfort, convenience and safety. Read
this chapter to find out about standard and optional features. If the power mechanism ever fails,
the manual door locks will override the power locks. NOTE: Vehicles equipped with power locks
have a safety feature which allows you to unlock one or both front doors from either door lock
key cylinder. Page The child lock lever To set the childproof lock on each rear door, open the
rear door. Move the lever down. To release the childproof lock, open the rear door from the
outside. Move the lever up. Page Windows Operating the Windows Manually To manually open
and close the side windows, turn the hand crank. The inside of the door They may seriously
hurt themselves. Page Rear Quarter Swing-out Windows 2-door hatchback models only The rear

quarter swing-out windows may be opened or closed by releasing the window latch. To open
the window, pull the latch toward you and push the window outward until the latch snaps into
the opened position. To move the moon roof into the vent position when the glass panel is
closed, press and hold the UP portion of the switch marked TILT. Page What to do if the moon
roof will not operate If your moon roof becomes stuck in the open position, you may close it
manually. To move the moon roof manually: Manually operating the moon roof with the handle
1. Remove the manual override access panel from the moon roof console by sliding it rearward.
Page Seats Head Restraints If you use them properly, head restraints are intended to help
protect your head and neck in a collision. You can adjust the front seat head restraints for your
comfort and protection. The rear seat head rests do not adjust. The adjusting head restraint
Page A head restraint helps protect you best if you position it behind your head and not behind
your neck. You can move the front seats forward or backward or tilt the backs of the seats
forward or backward. Page To move the seat forward or backward Page To recline the seatback
Page To gain access to the rear seat on the driver or passenger side 2-door version only. The
seatback will return to its set reclined position when pushed back. Page Fold-Down Rear Seats
Your vehicle is equipped with either a one-piece or split folding rear seat. The rear seatback can
be folded down to provide additional cargo space. NOTE: When folding down the rear seatback,
the safety belt tongue should be disengaged. Page RWARNING If you do not securely latch the
seatback in the upright position, the seatback or objects could be thrown forward during a
sudden stop or collision, possibly injuring you or other passengers. Mirrors You can tilt the
mirror from day to night position to reduce the glare from the headlamps of vehicles behind
you. Page Side View Mirrors The standard side mirror is manually adjusted by using the remote
lever. The side view mirror Electric Remote Control Mirrors If equipped If your vehicle has dual
electric remote control mirrors, you can control both side view mirrors with one switch. Page To
adjust the driver-side mirror, set the mirror selection switch to the L position. To adjust the
passenger-side mirror, set the selection switch to the R position. After you choose the mirror
you want to adjust, you can move the mirror in any of four directions. Page Cupholder and Tray
If equipped Your vehicle may have a removable cupholder and storage tray for your
convenience. If you have the removable cupholders and storage tray, they can be washed in a
dishwasher. Hard objects can injure you in a collision. Page Hatchback or Trunk Using the
Remote Control for the Trunk or Hatchback If equipped Your vehicle may have a remote control
release that allows you to open the trunk or hatchback from inside your vehicle. The cover lifts
automatically when you open the hatchback. They may make it difficult to see out the window,
or they could be dangerous if they strike any occupants of the vehicle in the case of a sudden
stop or Page To remove the luggage compartment cover: 1. Raise the hatchback to the fully
open position. From the outside of your vehicle, unhook the looped end of the nylon lift cords
from the pins in the hatchback. Grasp the rear of the cargo cover and hold the cover at a degree
angle before sliding it out of the mounting clips. Therefore, the cover should either be securely
installed or removed from the vehicle. To be securely installed, the cover must be attached to
the brackets and the two cords must be fastened. Page Wagon Sliding Shade If you have a
wagon, you have a sliding shade that you can use to hide any cargo you have in the rear
storage area. To install the shade: The location of the mounting brackets 1. Position the shade
in the mounting brackets located behind the rear seat on each rear trim panel. Hook the sides of
the outstretched shade to notch in the rear trim panels near the liftgate opening. Page To rewind
the shade: 1. Remove the shade from its side mounting brackets and take it out of your vehicle.
To remove it from your vehicle, detach the tethered mounting screws from the trim panels and
push one end of the tension rod toward the opposite side of the vehicle until the shade can be
removed from the mounting clips. Page Figure 1 Figure 2 8. Let go of the right end cap. The
clutch should now engage and stop the shade from losing its spring tension. Unfold the vinyl
and place it into the end cap slots. With the vinyl fully wound around the roller tube, insert the
shade into the side mounting brackets. Page Loading the Luggage Rack If equipped - wagon
model only If your vehicle is equipped with the optional luggage rack, load your luggage as far
back as it will safely go on the rack. Do not carry more than pounds 54 kg or it may cause the
vehicle to exceed the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR or its gross axle weight rating GAWR
front and rear , which are shown on the Safety Also, some of the knobs Page How to tune radio
stations There are four ways for you to tune in a particular station. Auto Memory Load sets all
memory buttons in AM, FM1 and FM2 sequentially by seeking out the first six strong stations for
the respective band and storing them in memory Page After all stations have been filled, the
radio will begin playing the station stored on memory button 1. Page Adjusting speaker fader
Fade control allows you to adjust the sound distribution between the front and rear speakers.
The Player operates when the power is on and a disc is inserted label side up. Page How to
insert a disc and begin play Insert one disc, label side up into the disc opening. When inserted,

the disc automatically loads into the unit and play starts at the beginning of the first track
selection. When the disc reaches the end, the disc player automatically returns to the beginning
of the disc and resumes playing. While either button is pressed, the disc goes forward or
backward at two different speeds depending on how long the button is held down. The CD
player will begin scanning the disc, stopping on each listenable track for approximately eight
seconds. Never touch the playing surface. Page After playing, store the disc in its case. If a disc
has already been inserted, do not try to insert another disc. Doing so may damage the disc
player. Do not insert anything other than a disc into the disc player. CAUTION: The use of
optical instruments with this product will increase eye hazard as the laser beam used in this
compact disc player is Page CD format. Because of this, a new disc that is free of dust and
scratches could be defective and may not play on your Ford Compact Disc Player. If play does
not begin after the CD button is pushed: The radio is not on. Press it again to turn it off. Page
How to tune radio stations Stereo Cassette Radio There are four ways for you to tune in to a
particular station. Press the left b side of the button to select the next listenable station down
the frequency band. The radio will resume playing. Page Do not leave a tape in the cassette tape
player when not in use. High heat in the vehicle can cause the cassette to warp. Using a Ford
Cassette Cleaning Cartridge to clean the tape player head after hours of play will help maintain
the best playback Page Common Radio Reception Conditions Several conditions prevent FM
reception from being completely clear and noise-free, such as the following: 1. The listenable
range of an average FM signal is approximately 25 miles 40 kilometers. Page Several sources of
static are normal conditions on AM frequencies. These can be caused by power lines, electric
fences, traffic lights and thunderstorms. Another reception phenomenon is Strong Signal
Capture and Overload. This can occur when listening to a weak station and when passing
another broadcast tower. Page Consult your vehicle warranty booklet for further information.
Ask your dealer for a copy of this limited warranty. At Ford Electronics, we stand behind our
audio systems with a comprehensive service and repair program. If anything should go wrong
with your Ford audio system, return to your dealer for service. Page Driving Your Escort Driving
Your Escort Procedures for driving your vehicle will vary depending on which type of transaxle
your vehicle has. If you do not hold the brake pedal down, your vehicle may move unexpectedly
and injure someone. Using a Console-Mounted Gearshift Since your vehicle has a
console-mounted gearshift, you must depress the brake pedal, then push in the thumb button to
move the Page Your vehicle has a special shift-lock safety feature which prevents you from
shifting out of P Park without the brake pedal depressed. To shift the transaxle out of the P Park
position, the ignition must be in the ON position, the battery must be supplying electrical power,
and your foot must be pressing on the brake pedal. Push and hold the thumb button. Move the
gearshift lever. If you need to shift out of P Park by using the alternate procedure described
above, it is possible that a fuse has blown and that your brakelamps may also not be functional.
Page When to use D Drive D Drive eliminates the excessive shifting between third and fourth
gears that your vehicle sometimes does when you are traveling through hilly terrain in j
Overdrive. It also gives more engine braking to slow your vehicle on downgrades than j
Overdrive. Page Parking Always come to a complete stop before you shift into P Park. Make
sure that the gearshift is securely latched in P Park. This locks the transaxle and prevents the
front wheels from rotating. Before starting the engine, make sure the vehicle is in Neutral and
the parking brake is set. Do not drive with your foot resting on the clutch pedal and do not use
the clutch to hold your vehicle at a standstill while waiting on a Push the gearshift lever
completely to the right and then pull rearward on the gearshift lever to engage the Reverse gear.
If the Reverse gear is engaged, slowly release the clutch pedal from the floor. If the Reverse
gear is not engaged, do not release the clutch pedal from the floor. Page For cruising, you
should upshift at the following speeds: Upshift indicator light If equipped After the engine
warms up, the upshift light will come on if you could get better fuel economy by shifting to the
next higher gear. The vehicle will not be harmed if the transaxle is not shifted when the light
comes on, but the vehicle will use more fuel. If you do, it could cause a complete clutch failure,
making your vehicle inoperative. Steering Your Vehicle Your vehicle may be equipped with
power steering. Page If your vehicle does not have anti-lock brakes, extreme braking can make
the wheels lock and slide, causing you to lose control of the steering. Do not drive with your
foot resting on the brake pedal; Page If a malfunction is found during this check the anti-lock
light will come on. Page after turning the key to the ON position have your mobile radio dealer
inspect the radio installation. Also, if the ABS system is activated other than during maximum
braking, have your mobile radio installation checked. Parking Brake The parking brake should
be used whenever you park your vehicle. Always check the Brake Warning Light each time you
start your engine. Page Driving Under Special Conditions Tips for Safe Driving As with any new
vehicle, yours may drive and handle differently from your previous vehicle. Use care until you

become accustomed to its various features and driving characteristics. Operate your vehicle
within reasonable limits. Sudden acceleration, deceleration, turning, or combinations of these
maneuvers can cause a vehicle to behave differently than anticipated. Page Driving in Bad
Weather Slippery roads On some slippery road surfaces, front-wheel drive may provide better
acceleration than rear-wheel drive. However, this does not mean that your vehicle can stop any
faster or any better than a vehicle with rear-wheel drive. Exercise the same caution while driving
on slippery roads with your front-wheel drive vehicle as you would with a rear-wheel drive You
could lose control of your vehicle and could injure someone. Also, the weight that your vehicle
carries over the front axle and rear axle should never be more than the Gross Axle Weight
Rating GAWR for the respective Page Trailer Towing Towing a manual transaxle vehicle behind
another vehicle, such as a Recreational Vehicle RV , is allowed only if towed in a forward
direction with the front wheels on the ground. This is the only way to tow behind an RV with the
wheels on the ground without damage to the transaxle. Page If you do not know the actual
weights of these items, use the following procedure to figure the weight of a load: 1. Weigh your
vehicle without the driver, passengers, and luggage. You might take your vehicle to a shipping
company or an inspection station for trucks. If this happens, you may be able to jump-start from
a booster battery to start your vehicle. If someone swallows the acid, have him or her drink lots
of milk or water first, then Milk of Magnesia, a beaten egg, or vegetable oil. Page Connecting the
jumper cables 1. Most jumper cables have a red cable and a black cable. Page The battery with
jumper cables 1. Make sure that the jumper cables are not in the way of moving engine parts,
then start the booster vehicle. Run the engine at a moderate speed. Let the discharged battery
charge for a few minutes and then start the disabled vehicle. It may take a couple of tries before
the vehicle starts. Page Changing A Tire Changing a Tire If you get a flat tire while you are
driving, do not apply the brake heavily. Instead, gradually decrease the speed. Hold the steering
wheel firmly and slowly move to a safe place on the side of the road. Park on a level spot, turn
off the ignition, set the parking brake, and turn on the hazard flashers. Page try to repair the
temporary spare tire or remove it from its wheel. Because the temporary spare tire is smaller
than a conventional tire, it reduces the ground clearance. Page Preparing to Change the Tire 1.
Make sure that your vehicle will not move or roll. If you have an automatic transaxle, put the
gearshift in P Park. If you have a manual transaxle, put the gearshift in 1 First. Set the parking
brake and block the wheel that is diagonally opposite the tire that you are changing. Do not start
the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack is only meant for changing the tire. Page
Your vehicle has metric 12 mm wheel studs and lug nuts. During wheel removal and
replacement, make certain that you use the same lug nuts to reinstall the wheel or replace them
with nuts of the same metric size and threading. Page 6. Remove the jack and fully tighten the
lug nuts in the order shown in the following illustration. The lug nuts on the wheel 7. Replace
any wheel covers, ornaments, or hub caps that your vehicle has. Line up the notch in the cover
with the air valve on the tire and press on with the heel of your hand. Page Replacing optional
wheel covers 8. Put the tire, jack, and wrench away. Make sure the jack is securely fastened so
it does not rattle when you drive. Unblock the wheels. Page Anti-theft lug nut and key Removing
the anti-theft lug nut Insert the key over the locking lug nut. Make sure that you hold the key
square to the lug nut. If you hold the key on an angle, you may damage the key and the lug nut.
Ford Motor Company has not developed or approved a T-hook or slingbelt towing procedure. It
is recommended that your vehicle be towed with wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Towing your
vehicle Page Towing your vehicle on a flatbed truck Page Customer Assistance Customer
Assistance Roadside Assistance Ford Motor Company has set up a hour, seven-day-a-week
hotline with trained operators who put you in touch with the help you need if you experience a
problem with your vehicle. This complimentary service is provided to you throughout your
warranty period of 3 years or 36, miles 60, km , whichever comes first. This chapter tells you
how to get service or maintenance for your vehicle. Page If you are away from home when your
vehicle needs to be serviced, or if you need more help than the dealer gave you, contact the
Ford Customer Assistance Center to find an authorized dealership that may be able to help. The
Dispute Settlement Board may not be available in all states. Page Review? The Board reviews
unresolved warranty performance complaints on Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars and Ford and
Mercury Light Trucks under warranty that have not been resolved by a dealer or Ford Motor
Company. The Board does not review issues involving Page The decisions of the Board are
binding on the dealer and Ford, but customers may have other options available to them under
state or federal law. Page Board address. At the same time, your dealer and Ford Motor
Company representative are asked to submit statements. To review your case properly, the
Board needs Page Reporting Safety Defects Ford Motor Company the names if known of all
people you contacted at the dealership a description of the action you want done to resolve
your concern. Page Seventh Street, Washington D. You can also obtain other information about

motor vehicle safety from the Hotline. Ford of Canada Customer Assistance If you live in
Canada and have any questions or concerns that the dealership cannot answer, contact the
Customer Assistance Centre. Page Use of leaded fuel in your vehicle without a proper
conversion may damage the effectiveness of your emissions control system and may cause
engine knocking or serious engine damage. Ford Motor Company is not responsible for any
damage that is caused by use of improper fuel. Page If you are in other foreign countries,
contact the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership cannot help you, they can direct you to the
appropriate Ford affiliate office. If you buy your vehicle in North America and then relocate
outside of the U. Page Accessories Accessories Ford Accessories for Your Vehicle Ford has
many fine products available from your dealer to clean your vehicle and protect its finishes. For
best results, use the following, or products of equivalent quality. A wide selection of
accessories is available through your local authorized dealer. Safety, Comfort, and Convenience
Consult your dealer for specific weight information. NOTE: Because we have no control over the
installation, design, or manufacture of such systems, Ford cannot assume responsibility for any
adverse effects or damage that may result if you use this equipment. When we can, we design
parts that do not need to be serviced. We want to make servicing your vehicle as easy as
possible. To help you Page Motorcraft parts are designed and built to provide the best
performance in your vehicle. Using these parts for replacement is your assurance that
Ford-built quality stays in your vehicle. NOTE: Always dispose of used automotive fluids in a
responsible manner. Page If you must work with the engine running, avoid wearing loose
clothing or jewelry that could get caught in moving parts. Take appropriate precautions with
long hair. Do not work on a vehicle in an enclosed space with the engine running, unless you
are sure you have enough ventilation. Page Working with the engine on: 1. Set the parking
brake fully and make sure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park automatic transaxle or
Neutral manual transaxle. Block the wheels. This will prevent your vehicle from moving
unexpectedly. Engine Compartment Your vehicle has one of these types of engines: a 1. Page
Filling The Fuel Tank Cleaning the Engine A clean engine is more efficient because a buildup of
grease and dirt acts as an insulator, keeping the engine warmer than normal. Extreme care must
be used if a power washer is used to clean the engine. The high pressure fluid could penetrate
sealed parts and assemblies causing damage or malfunctions. Make sure that you pump
unleaded fuel and put the nozzle all the way inside the fuel filler pipe. Using leaded fuel is
prohibited by federal law. Your warranty may not apply if your vehicle is damaged because you
used the wrong fuel. Vehicle inspection programs may detect misfueling. Page Fuel Quality If
you are experiencing starting, rough idle or hesitation problems when the engine is cold, it may
be caused by fuel with low volatility. Try a different brand of fuel. If the condition persists, see
your dealer or a qualified service technician. Using a high-quality fuel makes your vehicle more
responsive and maintains its good fuel economy and emissions by Page Reformulated fuel is
also required in certain areas of the U. These fuels are designed to further reduce emissions
from your vehicle. Generally, you should not experience difficulties operating your vehicle on
reformulated gasoline or on fuels containing oxygenates. We encourage you to use these fuels.
In sensitive individuals, serious personal injury or sickness could result. Page To calculate fuel
economy: 1. Fill the tank completely and record the initial odometer reading. Every time you buy
fuel record the amount in gallons or liters purchased. After at least three to five tankfuls, fill the
fuel tank and record the final odometer reading. Page Aftermarket add-ons such as bike, ski or
luggage racks, bug deflectors, etc. Page Engine oil dipstick 1. Carefully pull the dipstick out
again. Protect your skin by washing with soap and water. If sprayed to clean the glass, engine
coolant or antifreeze could make it difficult to see through the windshield. NOTE: Additional
illumination may be needed to see the coolant reservoir markings clearly. Page Index. Ford
Premium Cooling System Fluid is an optimized formula that will protect all metals and rubber
elastomers used in Ford engines for four years or 50, miles 80, km. It is not necessary and not
recommended to use supplemental coolant additives in your gasoline powered vehicle. Page
Call your local recycling center to find out about recycling automotive fluids. Page Leave the
engine coolant in all year. Make sure that the coolant will not freeze at the temperature level in
which you drive during winter months. Page If the blades do not wipe properly, clean both the
windshield and the wiper blades. Use undiluted windshield washer solution or a mild detergent.
Rinse thoroughly with clear water. Do not use fuel, kerosene, paint thinner, or other solvents to
clean your wiper blades. These will damage your blades. Page Wiper blade replacement If the
wiper blades still do not work properly after you clean them, you may need to replace the wiper
blade assembly or the blade element. When replacing the wiper blade assembly, blade refill, or
wiper arm always use a Motorcraft part or equivalent. Page Replacing the wiper blades Page
Tires Look at your tires each time you fill your fuel tank. If one tire looks lower than the others,
check the pressure in all of them. Always follow these precautions: Keep your tires inflated to

the recommended pressures. Stay within the recommended load limits see Load limits in the
Index. To make sure your tires wear evenly and last longer, rotate them as indicated in the
following diagram. Page Replacing the Tires Replace any tires that show wear bands.
Department of Transportation â€” Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation
requires Ford to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government
has written it. Page Treadwear The treadwear grade is a comparative rating based on the wear
rate of the tire when tested under controlled conditions on a specified government test course.
Page represent higher levels of performance on the laboratory test wheel than the minimum
required by law. Warning: The temperature grade for this tire is established for a tire that is
properly inflated and not overloaded. Excessive speed, underinflation, or excessive loading,
either separately or in combination, can cause heat buildup and possible tire failure. Page Make
sure the chains are the right size for your tires. Other types may damage your vehicle. Put the
chains on the front tires tightly with the ends held down securely. Page Battery If the original
equipment maintenance-free battery is replaced, it may be replaced by a low-maintenance
battery. See Motorcraft Parts at the end of this chapter for the proper replacement battery. The
low-maintenance battery has removable vent caps for checking the electrolyte level and adding
water. Page Help Us Protect Our Environment Ford Motor Company strongly recommends that
used lead-acid batteries be returned to an authorized recycling facility for disposal. Page
Automatic Transaxle Fluid Automatic Transaxle Fluid Under normal circumstances, you do not
need to check the fluid level of the transaxle, since your vehicle does not use up transaxle fluid.
Refer to the Maintenance Schedule and Record booklet for replacement intervals. However, if
the transaxle is not working properly â€” Page dipstick. Call your local recycling center to find
out about recycling automotive fluids. Manual Transaxle Fluid The lubricant level and quality
should not deteriorate under normal driving conditions. Page Brake fluid master cylinder
reservoir If the fluid is low, carefully clean and remove the filler cap from the reservoir. This may
cause the brakes to fail. Power Steering Fluid Check the level of the power steering fluid at least
twice a year i. Checking and Adding Power Steering Fluid 1. If the power steering fluid is low, do
not drive your vehicle for a long period of time before adding fluid. Page Fuses If electrical parts
in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and blown a fuse. If a
fuse blows, all the parts of your vehicle that use the fuse will not work. Your vehicle has two
fuse panels. Page Inside of the instrument fuse panel cover Page The engine compartment fuse
panel Engine compartment fuse panel 1. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause
severe wire damage and could start a fire. Page Even after you replace a fuse, it will continue to
blow if you do not find what caused the overload. If the fuse continues to blow, have your
electrical system checked. Circuit Breakers Circuit breakers open when a circuit overload
exceeds their rated current amperage. Page Headlamp Bulb The headlamps on your vehicle use
replaceable bulbs. When the lamp burns out, simply replace the bulb, rather than the whole
lamp. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass. Remove the electrical
connector from the bulb by pulling the connector. Remove the bulb retaining ring by rotating it
counterclockwise when viewed from the rear about an eighth of a turn to free it from the bulb
socket, and by sliding the ring off the plastic base. Push in the center of each of the three
mounting clips and pry each clip out. Remove the high-mount brakelamp cover. Page Replacing
the brakelamp on a luggage compartment with spoiler Location of the high-mount brakelamp on
spoiler 1. Remove the two retaining screws and the lens. Detach the socket from the housing
and remove the bulb. Replace the bulb and ease the socket back into the housing. Page
Replacing a brakelamp mounted on the package tray in the rear window Location of the
high-mount brakelamp in rear window 1. Remove the two fastener clips and the brakelamp
assembly cover. Page Bulb Specifications Page Emission Control System Emission Control
System Your vehicle is equipped with a catalytic converter which enables your vehicle to
comply with applicable exhaust emission requirements. Under extreme conditions excessive
exhaust temperatures could damage the fuel system, the interior floor covering, or Page If other
than Ford or Motorcraft or Ford authorized remanufactured parts are used for maintenance,
replacement, or for the service of components affecting emissions control, the The emission
system heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Do not
make any unauthorized changes to your vehicle or engine. Start the engine. Drive the vehicle or
idle in neutral for 4 minutes. Idle the vehicle in D drive neutral for manual transaxles for 40
seconds. Page 8. Page Motorcraft Parts If an original 1. Spark plugs in cylinders 1 and 3 have a
EG suffix. Spark plugs in cylinders 2 and 4 have a E suffix. If a spark plug needs to be replaced,
use only spark plugs with the service part number suffix EE as shown on the engine decal. Page
Vehicle Storage Vehicle Storage Maintenance Tips If you plan on storing your vehicle for an
extended period of time 60 days or more , refer to the following maintenance recommendations
to ensure your vehicle stays in good operating condition. General Store all vehicles in a dry,

ventilated place. Protect from sunlight, if possible. Page Ford Gas Stabilizer should be added
whenever actual or expected storage periods exceed 60 days. Follow the instructions on the
label. The vehicle should then be operated at idle speed to circulate the additive throughout the
fuel system. Page Battery Check and recharge as necessary. Keep connections clean and
covered with a light coat of grease. Brakes Make sure brakes and parking brake are fully
released. Tires Maintain recommended air pressure. Miscellaneous Make sure all linkages,
cables, levers and clevis pins under vehicle are covered with grease to prevent rust. Accessory
position on the ignition.. Additives, engine oil.. Air bag Supplemental Restraint System and
child safety seats. Page Index Automatic transaxle driving with Page Bulbs, replacing Canada,
customer assistance. Page Cleaning your vehicle continued instrument panel lens.. Customer
Assistance Centre, Ford of Canada.. Dashboard see Instrument panel.. Page Emergencies,
roadside assistance Exhaust fumes Extended Service Plan, Ford.. Page Fuel cap removing Fuel
filler door remote release Fuel filter, specifications. Hazard flashers Headlamps aiming Page
Jack operation Jump-starting your vehicle attaching cables. Page Lubricant specifications.. Lug
nuts anti-theft Page Overdrive Overseas offices Parking brake operation Parts see Motorcraft
Parts. Page Safe driving tips Safety belts see Safety restraints.. Safety Compliance Certification
Label. Safety information relating to automotive fuels Safety restraints automatic locking mode
retractor. Page Shift positions see Gearshift.. Shoulder and lap belts see Safety restraints.. Side
mirrors Page Tachometer Tail lamps bulb replacement Temperature control see Climate control.
Page Used engine oil, disposal.. Vehicle loading calculating the load.. Page Wheels anti-theft
lugnuts This manual is also suitable for: Escort. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Log In Username. Login Forgot Your Password? Forgot Your Username?
New Customer? Create an Account. My Account Orders list Wishlist Checkout. Quality parts
guaranteed! OE Replacements. Find you vehicle transmission model in the following list, select
drawing and you will see details of transmission assembly:. AAM 9. Ring and Pinion GM: 9.
Auto Transmission parts. Hard Parts Automatic Transmission. Overhaul Kits Automotive and
Trucks. Audi Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Daewoo Automatic Transmission Overhaul
Kit. Honda Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Hyundai Automatic Transmission Overhaul
Kit. Isuzu Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Jaguar Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit.
Lexus Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Mercedes Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit.
Peugeot Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Renault Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit.
Porsche Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kits. Saab Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit.
Subaru Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Volkswagen Automatic Transmission Overhaul
Kit. Volvo Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. GM 4L80E illustrated parts drawing. Problem
Solving and Prevention Kits. Automatic Transmissions. Volvo Automatic Transmissions. Heavy
Duty Utility Automatics Transmissions. Buick Automatic Transmissions. Ford Car Automatic
Transmissions. Honda Automatic Transmissions. Eagle Automatic Transmissions. BMW
Automatic Transmissions. Rover Automatic Transmissions. Daihatsu Automatic Transmissions.
Cadillac Automatic Transmissions. Daewoo Automatic Transmissions. Acura Automatic
Transmissions. Toyota Automatic Transmissions. Triumph Automatic Transmissions.
Volkswagen Automatic Transmissions. Subaru Automatic Transmissions. Suzuki Automatic
Transmissions. Saturn Automatic Transmissions. Saab Automatic Transmissions. Infiniti
Automatic Transmissions. Isuzu Automatic Transmissions. Jaguar Automatic Transmissions.
Jeep Automatic Transmissions. KIA Automatic Transmissions. Land Rover Automatic
Transmissions. Lexus Automatic Transmissions. Lincoln Automatic Transmissions. Mazda
Automatic Transmissions. Mercedes Automatic Transmissions. Mercury Automatic
Transmissions. Nissan Automatic Transmissions. Mitsubishi Automatic Transmissions.
Hyundai Automatic Transmissions. Oldsmobile Automatic Transmissions. Peugeot Automatic
Transmissions. Pontiac Automatic Transmissions. Porsche Automatic Transmissions. Renault
Automatic Transmissions. Roll Royce Automatic Transmissions. GM Automatics. Shift Kits
re-program. What Domestic Automatic Transmission do I have? What Import Automatic
Transmission do I have? Reference Guide. What import automatic transmission do I have? Axle
Shafts. Axle Front Wheel Drive. Jeep Front Axle Shafts. Jeep Rear Axle Shafts. Batteries Dry
Cell. Acura Batteries Dry Cell. Clutch and Flywheel. Acura Honda Clutch. AMC Clutch Kits. BMW
Clutch Kits. Buick Clutch Kits. Chevrolet and GMC Truck. Clutch Chrysler Dodge. Dodge Diesel
Clutch Heavy Duty. Clutch Ford Mazda. Ford and Mercury. Ford Truck. Ford Diesel Clutch Heavy
Duty. Clutch Honda. Isuzu Daihatsu Hyundai Clutch Kit. Jeep Clutch Kits. Jeep Clutch Parts.
Mazda and Mitsubishi. Isuzu, Daihatsu and Hyundai. Clutch Mitsubishi Mazda. Nissan and
Infiniti. Nissan Lexus Clutch Kit. Saab, Subaru, Volkswagen and Volvo. Clutch Toyota and
Lexus. Toyota Lexus Clutch Replacments. Clutch Failures and How to Prevent Them!
Automotive Clutch Problems? Find Your Answers Here! Clutch Trouble Diagnosis Guide. Clutch

Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Drags. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Noise. Clutch Trouble
Diagnosis - Clutch Rattles. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Slips. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis Clutch Vibration. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Squeaks. Diesel Clutch. Stock Horsepower.
Hydraulic Assembly. Stock Organic. Locking Hubs Manual Warn. Locking Hubs Standard
Manual Warn. Locking Hubs Manual Warn Premium. Warn Hubs Installation Instructions. Warn
Standard Hubs Manual Locking. Jeep Hubs. Center Bearing Supports. Rear End Differential
Custom and Production. Driveline and Driveshafts Replacements. Drive Shaft replacement
parts. Driveline BMW Replacements. Mercedes Driveline and Driveshafts Replacements.
Driveline and Driveshafts Nissan. Driveshaft Ford F Driveline Subaru Replacements. Driveline
and Driveshafts Replacements Toyota. Pinion Yokes Replacements. Pinion Yokes Driveline and
Driveshafts. Slip Yokes Driveline and Driveshafts. Driveline Driveshaft Troubleshooting.
Driveline Field Troubleshooting. Drive Shafts for Jeeps. Driveshaft KIA. Inifity Driveline. Jaguar
Driveline. Driveshaft Avalanche. Chevrolet Suv. Driveshaft Chevrolet Driveshaft Chevy Colorado
Pickup. Mitsubishi Driveline Replacements. Driveline Lexus. Driveline Mazda Car and Pick Up.
Merku Driveline. Mitsubishi Driveline. Driveline Mercury. Driveshaft J-Series Jeep Truck.
Driveshaft Jeep Commander. Driveshaft Jeep Grand Cherokee. Driveshaft Jeep Grand
Wagoneer. Driveshaft Jeep Liberty. Driveshafts Jeep Wagoneer. Driveshaft Jeep Wrangler.
Driveline Dodge Car. Ford Bronco. Driveshaft Ford Explorer Driveline. Driveline Jaguar.
Driveline Ford Mustang. Driveline Replacement for Honda. Inifiniti Driveline. Jeep Driveline.
Driveshaft Dodge Ramcharger. Driveshaft Dodge Van. Driveshaft Dodge Durango. Driveshaft
Dodge Dakota. Driveshaft Dodge Pickup Driveshaft Dodge Pickup. Ring and Pinion Toyota
4Runner. Heavy Duty Truck Parts. Heavy Duty Center Bearings. Manual Transmission Rebuild
Kits. Manual Transmissions. Rebuilt Manual Transmission Professional Built. Honda Rebuilt
Manual Transmission. Hyundai Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Isuzu Rebuilt Manual
Transmission. International Scout Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Mazda Rebuilt Manual
Transmission. Mitsubishi Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Nissan Manual Transmission Rebuilt.
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